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Abstract
Cluster adalysis oJ correlatioc coefficients is employed to detecr microclimatic patteros within a
27-station network in a ropographically _diverse tegion of- southeastero Washiagton. Cortelatiods
among starions based on 6 years of monthly maximum and minimum temperatures range between
0.95 and 0.991 those based on monrhty precipitation range from 0.85 to 0.98. lrhen all three
variables are combined into a siogle statistic, correlations range frour 0.95 to 0.99. Id addition
to gross topogtaphical influences, such as elevation and aspect, microclimates were influenced by
(l) con.ave flicrotopogfaphy, (2) nearness ro ^ mqor river valley con{luence, and possibly
(3) wind differences.

Introduction
'Within 

zonal climates, which are determined by latirudg dismnce from o€eans, ard
elevation, lie a multimde of microclimates, which are largely distinguished by localized
differences in slope, exposurg elevation, and local topography. Plants and animals
usually are adapted to the zonal climates, bur they must live in or avoid the micro-
climates. The spectrum of microclimates io a landscape is thus an important pat
of the structure of ecosystems. On rhe Arid Lands Ecology Reserve, a srudy of micro-
climates in a hilly region of a cold desert shub-steppe has led to some uode!$anding
of the telationship between microclimates and the physical elements vrhich determine
them-

The Arid La"nds Ecology Reserve is a large section of the Hanford Reservation
dedicated to study of arid ecosysrems by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (since
subsumed by the Energy Research and Development Adminisration) in 1968. The
ALE Reserve lies on the western edge of the Lovser Columbia Basin in southeastero
Sfashington, langing in elevation from about 140 m to 1100 m. The dominant vege-
t^tio is Atternilid/ Agtopyton shrutr-steppe (Daubenmire, 1970). Shordy after the
creation of ALE, a,27-station network ( Fig. 1) was set up to collect basic climatic
data in a variety of habitats. The data consist of monthly to al precipitation and maxi-
mum and minimum rcmpefanues. These data are understandably restricted in utiliry,
but simple enough to acquire to assure continuous collection through rime over a
broad area. The data have been recorded monthly from October 1968 to the presenr
and provide a suitable hasis for the study of microclimates in and near rhe Rattle-
snake Hills.
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Methods

Although gross climatological effects may be observed by examining isohyets aad iso-
therms, elucidation of the more subtle microclimates requires diff€rent techniques.
I7e have chosen to employ duster analysis of similarity coefficients, a tecbnique ta.ken
from numerical t lxonomy (Sokal and Saeath, 1963).

To determiue the similarity in pattern between any two stations, we calculated
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the product-moment correlation coefficient (see, for examplg Sokal and Rohlf, 1969)
for all the past months (n: 72) for each of the three sers of data. These similarities
(ot correlations) between ail possible pairs of stations were arranged into three marices
(one for each climatic data ser), rher reduced by means of weighted pair-group cluster
analysis (Sokal and Snearh, 1961) as follovrs:

(1) the two sites q/ith the hishest similaritv were combined to form the first
cluster (A {B);

(2) the new similarities between this cluster and each of the rernaining sires
(Q) were calculated using rhe Spearman sums-of-variables mahod,

IAQ T- II]Q

r ( A + B ) e  -

V 2 * 2  ( r e e )
whefe rAl is the similarity betvreen unit A and unit B;

(3) steps (1) aod (2) were repeated until all sites were clustered, with the
lew chster now considered a single unit.

The Spearman sums-of-variables method is used in lieu of simple averages to leduce
bias, since rhe variance of the correlation coefficient is dependent on its magnitude
( Sokal and Sneath, 1963).

Each of the three separate measures of microclimate intefact to make up part of
the environmeflt in which plants and animals live To average the rhree correlatioq
coefficients for each pair of stations into one number indicative of their overall micro-
climatic similarity, we first subjected rhe correlations to Fisher's z-tansformation ( Sokal
aod Rohlf, 1969). This transformation seemed desirable because the distribution of
correlation coefficients is skewed while that of the z-statistic is normal. We then
averaged the three z-statistics and transformed this average back ioto an avelage cor-
relatior or similarity. \7e rhen re-applied rhe clustering techniques ro this avefage
similarity to produce combinadons of stations with similar patterns of overall micro-
climate.

Clusters resulting from each of the four similarity matrix reductions are geo-
graphically delimited by encircling on a map the stadons belonging to each. In this
way a map much like a topographic map may be built up, only now isolines enclose
areas of equal of grearer microclimatic pattern similarity, rather than equal or higher
elevation. The similarity levels at which we wish ro define groups and ro sepante
out subgroups are arbitrary, for there is no convenient method to test for statistical
differences berween groups.

Results

Not surprisingly, correlations within all four dara sets were quite high, confirming
the notion that climatic patterns are basically the same all over the Reserve. similarities
between stations for maximum and minimum temperatures generally ranged between
95 and 99 percent, as did those for rhe overall analysis. Similatities for monthly pre_
cipitation were more variallg ranging from 85 to 98 percent. Because of the large
sample sizes involved, standard errors of rhe correlation coefficients were quite small;
differences in correlation coefficients as sman as one tenrh of a perceor were statistically
significant (P '.. 0.OI).
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Maxfunann Tem.petantet Clustering of stations based on maximum rcmlt€ratues,
illusuated by the den&ogram in Figure 2, shows two large groups distinguishable at

98 3/4 percert, plus a single anomalous sitg station 15 (the relarion between den-

drograms and maps is the same fo! each data set, so other den&ograms s'ill not

be shown). Plotted on a rnap, the two major groups clea y lesolve themselves ioto
high and low elevation stations (Fig. 3A). Interestingly, the altitudinal range within
the high elevation goup (1 in Fig.3A) uaverses over 800 m ( from about 300 m

PERCENT 5IMILARIIY
{BASEO ON MOIII]]LY MMIMUM ITIAPERATI,RISI

Fieure 2. Dendrogram representing the results oJ cluste! anaiysis of ALE micrometeorological" 
sradons-oo the ba5is of similadty o{ monthly maximum tempelatures Stations num_
bered as in Figure 1.
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to i100 m), vrhile the low elevation stations (Fig. 3A:2) nr.ge only from 140 m
to 2O0 m. Further, within each of the major groups minor groupiogs are evidenr,
although in some instances a "group" consists of but a single sration. Ar lower ele-
yations, the Cold Creek Valley breaks down into three subgroups (Fig. 3B:1), with a
lone station out in rhe flats forming a fourth (Fig. 1B:2). Altitudinal bands appear
much more pronounced in the higher elevation subgroups (Fig. 3C). The largest
subgroup (Fig.3C:1) is at mid-elevation, averagitg 370 m; rhe next (Fig.3C:2) is
slightly higher, about 610 m. Three srations on the crest of Rattlesnake Mounrain
(1100 m) form the highest elevation subgroups (Fig. 3C:3), aod a station with a
southern exposure oo rhe west side of the clesr folms the fourth (Fig. 3C:4). The
single anomalous station is located on a steep nolrhern exposufe just a few meters
below the qest, lying in a well-protected area (Fig. 3A:3).
Minimum Temp,eMttutes. The patterns of minimum monthly temperarures are quite
different from the precediog ones) and nor as easily defined. Three clear-cut groulx,
however, do emerge (Fig. 3D). One is at middle elevations and encompasses 11
stations (Fig. 3D:1); the second, ar rhe highest elevations, includes station i5, which
we showed earlier to be anomalous with respect to maximum rempelarures (Fig. 3D:2)-
The third group consists of three stations in the valley floor located in geotle depres-
siors or "frost g)ckets" (Fig. 3D:3). The eight remaining stations, which covered vir-
tually all elevatioos, are each more or less distinct.

Prcci.pitation. Precipitatioo patterns showed the greatest valiability of the three
measures we considered, forming one large group ar the 98 pelcent level (Fig. 3E:1).
This group consists of all but five stations: of rhese five, rwo low elevation stations
are loosely allied vrith rhe maio group; the other three are rhose on rhe ridge
crest, with station 15 again the most distinct (Fig.3E:2). Within the lalge gJoult
occur five distinct subgroups (Fig. 3F). These include: (1) low level stations, (2)
middle elevation srations, (l) high elevation stations, (4) middle and high ele-
vation stations at the southern end or edge of the Rattlesnake Hills, aod ()) a single
lovr elevation starion ar dre edge of the Hills. Apparently, both elevation and proximity
to the edge of the mountain affect precipitation pattefns more or less equally. The
cluster at the edge of the Hills lies at right angles to the isohyets in that area, sug-
gesting thar the amo nt of precipitation is not influential here.

Tempeurlae and. Prccip.itation Combhrccl. Four major gtoups emerge from the over-
all analysis combining maximum and minimum rempelarures and precipitation (Fig.
4A): (I) a protected high elevation site which resembles Palouse grasslands; (2) a
site far removed from the mountain, well into the cold desert shrLrb-steppe of the
Columbia Basin; (3) low elevation stations in concave topography; and (4) all other
stations, both high and low elevations. This latter large group contains within it
distinct sub-subgroups (Fig. 4B): (1) the high elevation, steep, windswepr ridge top;
(2) the single high elevation site q/ith a southern exposure; (3) mid- to high-eleva-
tion s&rions in steep topography; (4) mid- to low-elevation starions in moderate topo-
graphy; and (5) a group of three stations ar rhe southern eod of the hills.

Discussion and Conclusions
This exercise has provided several iruights into the patterns of microclimates exhibited
in the Rattlesnake Hills and the flats below them. For example, consider the map of
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overall microclimates (Fig.4B): within the mid-elevation grouP occrus a very well'

defined duster consisting of three stations (Fig.4B:5; sites 22,23,24, Fig. 1). This
sub$oup lies at the southeastern end of the Hills, covering elevations from about 180 m
to 330 m. This end of the Hills lies at the confluence o{ two maior valley&-the
Yakima River Valley and the Lowet Columbia Basin. These three stations always
appear withitr the same clustet, whether for maximum ot minimum temperanrre ol

Figure 3. Resutts of independent cluster analyses of each oicroclioatic vaiable: A. monthly
moumurq rcrnperarurEs, major clustets; B. monthly maximuo teaperatures, lower
elevation subgioups; C. monthly maximuo temPeratures, higher elevation sub-
groups; D. 

" 
moithly minimum iemperarures, oaj-or clusrers and "frost pod<ets";

E. mondrly precipitation, major clusers; F. monthly precipitatiod, lowet elevation
subgroups. Clustets and subgroups designared by number lelerted to irl dle text.
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Figure 4. Results of clustet aoalysis of all miooclimatic vadables combiaed. .{. raaior dus-
terl .B. higher elevation subgroups. Clusrers add subgroups designated by aumber
afe releflecl to rn the t€xt.
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precipitation (although not as a distinct 3-unit cluster except for Precipitation ). AP

parentlJ, the edge effect of the valley confluence is very important in determining the

close relationships of these sites, for they form the only cluster that lies pe4rndicular

to isotherms, isohyets, and tetfain contoufs.
The low elevation stations in the concave miclqtopograPhy glouP (Fig. 4A)

selralate out as a cohesive cluste! only in terms of minimum temp€rature; preciPita-

tion and maximum temlr€ratue Patterns are oot nearly as closely related for these

starions. However, the fact that they group so solidly in the average (or combined)

calculation indicates that minimum temPeratures afe of first importance in their micro'

dimates, hence their ]abel "frost pockets." These minimum temPeraflue pattelns are

probably related in part to the temlt€rature inversion which forms in the Cold Creek

Valley neady every night (Hinds and Thorp, 1971).
Exposed ridgetops on steep sloPes (sites 16 and 17 at an elevation of 1100 m,

see Fig. 1) never dustered with a comParable site on an exposed, but mole moderately

sloped, ridgetop a couple hundred meters lower in elevation (site 12, elevation 940 rn).

Causes of this lack of coogmence remain obscure, but the distinction occorred through-

out, in terms of both temperatute and precipitation patterns. Possibly witld differences

. alter precipitation and temperatufe P-attelns: the higher elevation sites have a stony

lithosol with litde fine material, indicatiog extreme wind removal rates, in contrast to

the lower site (12), which bas a relatively deep loessal soil. Certainly the vegetation

is different: site 12 suppofts a dense statd of cheatSlass (Bronz&t tectofltm) and a

few shrubs (Artemititr. tridel2tatd and, Chrysothamnu fldareorut) , while the higher sites,

16 and 17, support cushion plants, such as Phlox hood'ii and. Hdpplopapqlts rreftopbtll%,
and small grasses (Poa sdndberyii). The cluster analysis suggests the vegetation change

is correlated with a change in climatic pattelns as well as the obvious change in substrate.

A different problem is illustrated by the large cluster at mid-o-low elevations in
Ri,gare 4B:4, qrhich includes nine sites at elevations tangirig from 200 to 500 m.
This cluster is well removed from strong topographic iofluences, relatively uniform in

appeamnce, and not affected by steep slopes or errcessive exposute to wind o'r iosolation.
The vegetation tells a different story, however, because an ecotong between com-
muniries with and without Agrop!rcn rpicar'&n|, lies at an elevation of about 100 nr,

right though the heart of this large cluster. We think this occureoce reflects a missiog
element in our aralysis, probably some measwe of magnitude in the microclimatic meas-
urements (alrhough edaphic influences are certainly possibie). Our clusters were based
uFon coffelation coef{icients, which reflect patterns much mote sensitively than amouots.
The ecotone involviog Agropyoz collelates with increasing precipitation and warmer
night tempratures thar accompany increasing elevatioq in this area (Hinds and Thorp,
1971), whereas Ivatterns as determined by our cluster analysis are very similar.

Our analyses have clearly shown rhat patterns of tempelatule and precipitation rnay
produce significantly different mictoclimatic pafterns. Two exteosions of dris work seem
desirable. Firsg some way of including relative or absolute magnitudes of microclifatic
factors must be found; and second, to relate microclimates to the landscap, we need to
sample vegetation quantitatively in the immediate vicinity of our stations, then attempt
to relate plant community sfuctufe to the various microclimatic variables or clustefs we
have been measuring. Such relationships should provide insights into how varied weather
patterns, that is, environmental heterogeneity, affect floral slxcies presence and
abundance.
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